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Growing Each Other Up
When Our Children Become Our Teachers
Sara Lawrence-Lightfoot

“[Lawrence-Lightfoot] teaches us that when we open our mouths to speak, we should be sure that our ears, our minds, and our hearts are open too. This may be the key to being a successful parent, and also to being a successful teacher, doctor, or supervisor.”—Barry Schwartz, author of The Paradox of Choice

“I will never think in the same old way about my relation to my four children and my four grandchildren.”—Howard Gardner, Harvard University

2016 296 p. 6 x 9
1 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-18840-9 $27.50 Your Price: $22.00

Schooling Selves
Autonomy, Interdependence, and Reform in Japanese Junior High Education
Peter Cave

“Cave robustly challenges the persistent view of Japanese junior high schools as unchanging institutions that serve primarily to prepare children for a life focused on group rather than individual activity.”—Roger Goodman, author of Children of the Japanese State

“An insightful longitudinal ethnographic study of how Japanese junior high schools have interpreted, and struggled to implement, national reform policies to promote individual autonomy.”—Kaori H. Okano, La Trobe University

2016 296 p. 6 x 9 15 halftones, 8 tables

What Is Education?
Philip W. Jackson

2011 134 p. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2

Education and Equality
Danielle Allen

“Allen boldly confronts the core question about education in a democratic society: What is its essential purpose? Only after answering that question can we move to the next question: What kind of education should we deliver? Her answers are deep yet pragmatic. Only by enabling students to develop their capacities, particularly in language, can we ready them for the work of citizens.”—Hunter R. Rawlings III, president of the Association of American Universities

2016 160 p. 6 x 9 1 line drawing, 3 tables

Have a Little Faith
Religion, Democracy, and the American Public School
Benjamin Justice and Colin Macleod

“A provocative and utterly engrossing exploration of the abiding conundrum of religion in American education. Justice and Macleod have written a landmark study on a topic as important as any other to the future of American democracy.”—Eamonn Callan, author of Creating Citizens

“This book offers a balanced and necessary look at the different sides of the issue.”—Walter Feinberg, coauthor of For the Civic Good

2016 192 p. 6 x 9

The Public School Advantage
Why Public Schools Outperform Private Schools
Christopher A. Lubienski and Sarah Theule Lubienski

2013 304 p. 6 x 9 4 line drawings, 28 tables
The Ambitious Elementary School
Its Conception, Design, and Implications for Educational Equality
Elizabeth McGhee Hassrick, Stephen W. Raudenbush, and Lisa Rosen
“A great school is much more than a collection of excellent teachers laboring in their separate classrooms. This wonderfully clearheaded book describes how one school achieved success by building a highly collaborative culture and organization that supports teachers learning from one another and from evidence on every student’s progress, and it shows readers what it will take to make that success spread.”—Michael S. McPherson, President of the Spencer Foundation
2017 240 p. 6 x 9 7 halftones, 13 tables

Intersectional Inequality
Race, Class, Test Scores, and Poverty
Charles C. Ragin and Peer C. Fiss
“Ragin’s substantial corpus of research has demonstrated how QCA and related methods can be used with small and moderate size data sets. . . . He shows how these methods cannot only be applied to large data sets, but to a central problem of sociology—the prediction of poverty.”—Christopher Winship, Harvard University
“An original and substantive contribution to the Bell Curve debate, offering a methodological guide to those who wish to apply set theoretic methods to survey data.”—Barry Cooper, University of Durham
2016 192 p. 6 x 9 9 line drawings, 46 tables

A Companion to John Dewey’s Democracy and Education
D. C. Phillips
“Infused with charming and revealing accounts of his personal experiences as a student, high school science teacher, and professor and Dewey scholar, Phillips has written a book that will guide both newcomers to and veteran readers of Democracy and Education. The companion is also much more fun to read than Dewey’s foundational but too often turgid tome!”—Harvey Siegel, University of Miami
“A fine companion on the anniversary of the publication of a most important book.”—Walter Feinberg, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
2016 184 p. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2

Teaching Evolution in a Creation Nation
Adam Laats and Harvey Siegel
“A highly readable historical overview of the evolution-creationism controversy. . . . The fact that learning about evolutionary theory has cultural and religious implications for defining one’s identity makes the publication of this book important for secular and non-secular people alike.”—Teachers College Record
“Serves as a good primer on the subject of evolution and creationism in the United States.”—American Biology Teacher
History and Philosophy of Education Series
2016 144 p. 6 x 9

The Stone Soup Experiment
Why Cultural Boundaries Persist
Deborah Downing Wilson
2015 176 p. 6 x 9

Most University of Chicago Press titles are also in e-book form. See back cover.
The Case for Contention
Teaching Controversial Issues in American Schools
Jonathan Zimmerman and Emily Robertson

“Elegantly and accessibly written, scholarly and well-informed, rich in detail and example, philosophically astute, and persuasively argued. It is a fine illustration of the value of bringing together historical and philosophical perspectives on key educational issues.”
—Michael Hand, author of Patriotism in Schools

“A spirited work exploring why we so often shy away from controversial issues in the classroom and how we can empower educators to facilitate reasoned and thoughtful deliberation over the big issues of our time.”
—Julian E. Zelizer, author of The Fierce Urgency of Now

History and Philosophy of Education Series
2017 144 p. 6 x 9

Now in Paperback
Lost Classroom, Lost Community
Catholic Schools’ Importance in Urban America
Margaret F. Brinig and Nicole Stelle Garnett

“Brinig and Garnett have made a convincing case against racial individualism and, with the benefit of hindsight, for the utter inadequacy of the educational interventions that it inspired.”
—American Historical Review

“An original and compelling study of . . . racial individualism, an intellectual paradigm that identified prejudice and discrimination as the root causes of racial conflict.”
—Journal of American History
2014 224 p. 6 x 9 8 halftones

Now in Paperback
Building a New Educational State
Foundations, Schools, and the American South
Joan Malczewski

“Uncovers the struggles of foundation officials, state and local policy makers, and black educators to deliver educational opportunities to rural blacks in the Jim Crow South.”
—Christopher P. Loss, Vanderbilt University

“In cultivating reform through diverse public officials and non-state actors, including black communities, foundations helped to expand the infrastructure and institutions of public education and empower new political spaces and actors in deliberate and unintended ways.”
—Tracy L. Steffes, Brown University
2016 352 p. 6 x 9
14 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-39462-6 $55.00 Your Price: $44.00

Now in Paperback
From Power to Prejudice
The Rise of Racial Individualism in Midcentury America
Leah N. Gordon

“[Gordon] builds a convincing case against racial individualism and, with the benefit of hindsight, for the utter inadequacy of the educational interventions that it inspired.”
—American Historical Review

“An original and compelling study of . . . racial individualism, an intellectual paradigm that identified prejudice and discrimination as the root causes of racial conflict.”
—Journal of American History
2015 289 p. 6 x 9 8 halftones
**Doodling for Academics**
A Coloring and Activity Book
Julie Schumacher
With Illustrations by Lauren Nassef
“The wonderfully weird illustrations in Doodling for Academics brilliantly capture the bizarre highs and arcane lows of academic life. Full of fun activities to pass the time at staff meetings, this book will be a quirky addition to any academic office.” —Glen Wright, creator of Academia Obscura
2017 96 p. 8 x 10 40 line drawings

**Being a Scholar in the Digital Era**
Transforming Scholarly Practice for the Public Good
Jessie Daniels and Polly Thistlethwaite
“Daniels and Thistlethwaite’s new book . . . explores life in academe at a point in time when many scholars feel as though they are straddling the line between the traditional and the experimental. In chapters examining technology’s impact on activism, openness and scholarly impact, the authors connect the news and personalities of today to historical events, weaving in their own experiences and experiments along the way.” —Inside Higher Ed
Distributed for Policy Press
2016 176 p. 6 1/4 x 9 1/4

**What Every Science Student Should Know**
Justin L. Bauer, Yoo Jung Kim, Andrew H. Zureick, and Daniel K. Lee
“It is hands-on wisdom extracted from the trenches and from careful research that I wish I had access to when I was a student, and that I hope my future students will be smart enough to learn from.” —Marcelo Gleiser, author of The Island of Knowledge
2016 256 p. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2 4 halftones, 6 tables

**57 Ways to Screw Up in Grad School**
Perverse Professional Lessons for Graduate Students
Kevin D. Haggerty and Aaron Doyle
2015 208 p. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2

---

**Behind the Academic Curtain**
How to Find Success and Happiness with a PhD
Frank F. Furstenberg
“Furstenberg offers readers a sweeping description of the five stages of an academic’s career from graduate school, to choosing a career in (or outside of) the academy, to tenure review, all the way to retirement. The author . . . provides graduate students and professors his personal reflections on the many twists and turns that every PhD will face in his or her career.” —Reflective Teaching
2013 208 p. 6 x 9

**The PhDictionary**
A Glossary of Things You Don’t Know (but Should) about Doctoral and Faculty Life
Herb Childress
“What makes The PhDictionary so successful is that Childress’ perspective allows him to make the kind of class and structural analysis so often absent from career advice given to doctoral students and early career researchers.” —Times Higher Education
2016 304 p. 6 x 8 1/2 3 tables

**Going Public**
A Guide for Social Scientists
Arlene Stein and Jessie Daniels
Illustrations by Corey Fields
“There’s much to admire in this brave and much-needed book about doing public scholarship. The text is clearly written and consistently engaging. The examples are vivid, compelling, and fresh. The advice—about the pros and cons of going public—is candid and wise. I’d recommend it to any academic who wants her voice to carry beyond the ivory tower.” —Eric Klinenberg, New York University
2017 224 p. 6 x 9 9 line drawings, 1 table
A Perfect Mess
The Unlikely Ascendancy of American Higher Education
David F. Labaree

“Understanding how American universities, the envy of the world, became A Perfect Mess should give pause to those reform-minded policymakers and politicians who, uninformed by the past, want to alter the landscape and mechanics of American higher education.”—Larry Cuban, author of Teaching History Then and Now

“Labaree argues there is method to America’s higher education madness, and we are well advised to stay the course, however madcap that course can be. Well written, erudite, thoughtful, and engaging.”—William Tierney, past president of the American Educational Research Association and Association for the Study of Higher Education

The Purposeful Graduate
Why Colleges Must Talk to Students about Vocation
Tim Clydesdale

“Clydesdale’s research uncovers immense educational benefits—not just for students, but for faculty and staff as well—who engage Big Questions with theological (or, in some cases, merely spiritual) resources.”—First Things

“Clydesdale employs his knowledge of social research and evaluation, higher education, and the sociology of religion to argue that colleges and universities can provide an institutional setting that will enable students to develop a sense of long-term purpose in life.”—Choice

The Capitalist University
Henry Heller

“A welcome successor to Thorstein Veblen’s classic The Higher Learning in America. Heller carefully explains how the university system is used to shape students and society as a whole to reinforce and expand the influence of capitalism. Nonetheless, Heller shows how some scholars were still able to generate valuable critical knowledge.”—Michael Perelman, California State University

The Aims of Higher Education
Problems of Morality and Justice
Edited by Harry Brighouse and Michael McPherson

Now in Paperback

The Rise of the Research University
A Sourcebook
Edited by Paul Reitter, Chad Wellmon, and Louis Menand

“Charts how unpredictable and unstable university systems have been on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean. It reveals that academic soul-searching about the role of research universities is as prevalent now as it was 150 years ago. But it also shows how important these bodies remain, in both the United States and Europe, in advancing understanding of the world.”—Nature

“A rich and complex historical context that helps us understand not only where modern universities came from but also the scope of their fundamental mission.”—John W. Boyer, Dean of the College at the University of Chicago

2017 240 p. 6 x 9 1 table

2015 320 p. 6 x 9 6 line drawings, 8 tables

2016 264 p. 5 1/3 x 8 1/2
34 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-7453-3658-9 $35.00 AAC Your Price: $28.00

2015 192 p. 6 x 9 2 line drawings
Paying the Price
College Costs, Financial Aid, and the Betrayal of the American Dream
Sara Goldrick-Rab
“Bracing and well-argued, this study not only puts faces on the students who struggle to earn college degrees; it also serves as a warning that university study is rapidly becoming a privilege reserved for only the wealthy. Necessary reading for anyone concerned about the fate of American higher education.”—Kirkus Reviews
“What if we rebuilt the financial aid system around the ways that students actually live?”—Inside Higher Ed
2016 368 p. 6 x 9 17 figures, 21 tables
36 Cloth ISBN: 978-0-226-40434-9 $27.50 Your Price: $22.00

Parenting to a Degree
How Family Matters for College Women’s Success
Laura T. Hamilton
“Parenting beyond the age of 18 matters more than ever because how parents approach their children’s undergraduate years shapes the life chances of young adults, and can set them on markedly different trajectories. But what this study also reveals is the extent to which universities depend, in part, on the availability of parental support and labour to ensure that students successfully complete their degrees.”—Times Higher Education
2016 224 p. 6 x 9 1 figure, 10 tables

Class Warfare
Class, Race, and College Admissions in Top-Tier Secondary Schools
Lois Weis, Kristin Cipollone, and Heather Jenkins
2014 288 p. 6 x 9 7 tables

The Diversity Bargain
And Other Dilemmas of Race, Admissions, and Meritocracy at Elite Universities
Natasha K. Warikoo
“Illuminates just how much diversity has been commodified particularly among the elite, for whom good taste entails an eclectic palate.”—Atlantic
“Highlights a persistent question facing diversity efforts in higher education: how do universities make the case for diversity in the highly selective, competitive, and rigorous environments that define them as elite institutions?”—Publishers Weekly
2016 320 p. 6 x 9 8 tables

Connecting in College
How Friendship Networks Matter for Academic and Social Success
Janice M. McCabe
“Shows that a student’s success may depend less on the number of supportive friends than on the structure of the student’s network. Painting a rich and thoughtful picture of how students manage the college experience, the book demonstrates clearly the importance of careful, theoretically informed, qualitative research for the study of networks and their consequences.”—Mario Small, Harvard University
“A thoughtful and engaging treatment of college students’ friendships that is long overdue.”—Claudia Buchmann, Ohio State University
2016 216 p. 6 x 9 15 halftones, 2 line drawings, 11 tables

Stigma and Culture
Last-Place Anxiety in Black America
J. Lorand Matory
With a Foreword by Thomas P. Gibbon
2015 560 p. 6 x 9 26 halftones, 1 line drawing
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